
Speaking notes for Palmquist’s presentation in DESS Café March 15, 2021 

 
 
Ulf invited me here this morning (well, for most of you, this evening) to talk with you today about my 
favourite topic, The Duke – Where and When 

SHOW SLIDE17-SPLASH PAGE 

           
The Duke – Where and When sets out to track Ellington’s travel 
throughout his working life.  Here’s an example of just one year: 

SHOW SLIDE7-DESSCafe-1951-1952Marathon.pdf 

                       
The background to TDWAW 
 
Sweden and me 

• My father was born in Njurunda in 1900.  His mother and favourite sister died in October 1918 
in the influenza pandemic.  Dad married 1921 and fathered a son; his wife already had a boy 
some 10 years older.  They lived in a Häggsjövik in Jämtland. where his wife’s relatives lived. 

• Dad came to Canada in 1929, but his wife stayed behind with the boys.  I think she wanted to 
stay near her family.  They kept in contact but my half-brother remembered it was not often.    



• In the 1940s, Dad met my mother in Vancouver, wrote to his first wife, and arranged for a 
divorce so he and Mom could marry.  My sister arrived a few years later, and I followed her. 

• When I was about 4 years old, Dad’s step-son in Sweden drowned, but when Mom told us that, I 
don’t think she knew there were two boys in Dad’s first family.  In any case, my sister and I 
understood Dad’s son was dead, and we didn’t know there was another. 

• Mom only spoke English and Dad died when I was only 11.  Never hearing Swedish at home, I 
did not know your language.  When I began researching my family tree in the 1980s, it wasn’t 
until 1990 that I discovered living cousins in Sweden.  After a lot of writing to them with my little 
pocket-sized Ordbok, one cousin decided to find out about the drowned boy.  It was a shock to 
learn he was still alive, 30 years older than me, and living in Iggesund.  

• Naturally my sister and I needed to travel to Sweden to meet them all, and that meant learning 
your language.  A lady gave me Swedish lessons for a few months, and away we went in 1991.  
Just my sister and me the first time; we met 49 members of our family, were mainly in 
Stockholm, Iggesund and Härnösand.  My cousins and half-brother didn’t know English, and my 
Swedish teacher had been from Skåne, so it was hard to understand each other, but their 
children were wonderful translators. 

• I went back in 1992 with my wife and children, and my half-brother came to visit us in Canada in 
1993.  Two families of cousins came to Canada in 1994, and my sister and I returned to Sweden 
in 1998.  

• I brought two cans of surströmming home that time, but after I was swarmed by flies when I 
opened the first can outdoors, my wife hid the other tin in the freezer, and threw it away one 
day when I was at work. 

• Your 2004 Ellington conference in Stockholm gave me a good excuse to go back once more, and 
when I reached Härnösand after it ended, my cousin’s son treated me to a proper meal of 
surströmming with potatoes.  

• I hope to return one day, but who knows what the future holds? 
 

What about Ellington and me? 
• As a kid, I played clarinet and bass clarinet in a city-wode band (blåsorkester).  We had a medley 

called Salute the Duke, which included Take the "A" Train, Satin Doll, Flamingo, and Perdido.  
That was the only Ellington I was exposed to while I was growing up.  

• Playing clarinet, I was a Benny Goodman fan, and when I grew up I got his 1938 Carnegie Hall 
concert album.  I loved Blue Reverie without knowing Carney, Hodges and Cootie were Ellington 
stars.  . 

• I didn’t have my own record player until I finished school and had my first job.  I bought a used 
hi-fi stereo from someone I worked with, and bought some L:P records.  Two of these were 
Ellington’s Second Sacred Concert and his My People.  I don’t think the store had any others, or 
maybe I just couldn’t afford more.  

• Jump ahead 25 or so years.   
• I was listening to CBC Radio on the way home from work one day when they played Daybreak 

Express from the new Bluebird CD, Early Ellington.  It changed my life.   
PLAY DAYBREAK EXPRESS.   

• The next morning I went to a CD store to buy it, and ended up also buying the Zillion All-Star 
Road Band CD of the 1957 Carrolltown, Pennsylvania dance.  HOLD CD UP TO CAMERA 

• I loved Diminuendo and Crenscendo in Blue and, like many, the first version you hear is the one 
you love the most.  Unfortunately, we don’t have time to hear Diminuendo and Crescendo in 
Blue, but the CD also had a gorgeous solo by Johnny Hodges of On the Sunny Side of the Street. 



PLAY ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET 
• I love this CD because of the way it shows the ambience of a live dancehall performance. 
• Anyway, here I was with 22 excellent early Ellington studio recordings  and another 14 live 

recordings by the mature band.  
• I soon found and joined the Duke-LYM email discussion list, run by Professor Andrew Homzy of 

Concordia University.  While I think I read about the 1999 Ellington conference,  I didn’t find out 
about it until too late.  I did get to the conference in 2000 in Hollywood, though. 

• Here’s an example of an early Ellington composition you don’t hear very often.  This recording is 
from the soundtrack for the movie The Cotton Club.  Although it’s played by a studio orchestra, I 
like it better than the two takes Ellington recorded in 1933 

PLAY DROP MEOFF AT HARLEM 
 

• Let’s listen to a barn-burner from 1938 PLAY BRAGGIN’ IN BRASS   
In particular listen to the trombone trio in the middle. I’m fortunate to have a copy of David 
Berger’s transcription of the recording, and while I’m sure Ellington never wrote the notation 
the way David did, David’s shows just how remarkably difficult it was to play.   

• SHOW SLIDE16-DESSCafe 

• -Braggin' in Brass trombone trio isslustration.pdf  

• Here’s another recording that I liked so much that I made it my own Ellington rehearsal band’s 
theme song, again using David Berger’s transcription - PLAY OLD KING DOOJI 

 

HOW THE WEBPAGE STARTED 
 
My first webpage 

• As we all know, the internet was exploding in the 1990s, and there were many many websites 
about Duke Ellington.  In the early 2000s, Duke-LYM’s Professor Homzy asked if anyone was up 
to making a webpage with hyperlinks to all the various Ellington websites.  

• I thought I'd give it a try.  
• That was in 2005, and it resulted in me learning how to write HTML code and create my first 

Ellington web page http://ellingtonweb.ca/: 

Show SLIDE1-DESSCafe-Ellingtonweb(dot)ca.pdf or 
open the page at http://ellingtonweb.ca/ 

about:blank
about:blank


                                        
 
I don’t maintain it for two reasons –  

• other projects began taking up my time, and  
• maintaining hyperlinks to web pages about Ellington is impossible because things change every 

day. 
 

 

 

The CD Database 
• When CDs replaced record albums, the record companies reissued many albums on CD, and 

there was a tremendous interest in releasing many early Ellington recordings on CD as well. 
• Buying an Ellington CD could be risky, in the sense you may already have a CD with some or 

most of the tracks you were now buying.  And with record companies also issuing alternate 
takes, sometimes you couldn’t tell if the title on the CD you were hoping to buy was the same 
take as on another CD you had with the same title.  

• DEMS Bulletin 06/2-5 included a complaint by someone who found his new box set had the 
same recordings as another one set he already had, and I had that experience myself. 

• On top of that, sometimes CDs were mixed up – the Carrolltown dance was labelled All Star 
Road Band Vol.I by some lables but in Canada, it was labelled  Volume II.  The 1963 dance at the 
Holiday Ballroom was labelled Volume II by some, and Volume I on Zillion.   

• The 10 disc private collection was released by several record companies, and the discs were not 
in the same order. 

• Anyway, I think it was through Duke-LYM that Marcus Girvan, Bjorn Andresen and I got 
together to create a database of our entire Ellington CD database.   Marcus had already loaded 
his entire collection into iTunes, so the bulk of the work was already done, and he, Bjorn and I 
merged our data and by 2007 set it up on the internet.  

• The database is sorted into five PDF files - one sorted by song title, another by CD name, a third 
by New Desor number, antoher by session date and finally one by CD label.  



ULF, you can open the webpage quickly from here 
http://www.ellingtonweb.ca/Hostedpages/CDCatalogue/CD-Lists.htm   

or SHOW SLIDE2-DESSCafe-CDCatalogue.pdf     
• Again, it’s out of date, but I think it’s still useful.  It would be fair to say Bjorn and Marcus did 

most of the work. 
 

  

about:blank


THE DOOJI COLLECTION 
• Somewhere along the way I discovered how pretty the labels of Ellington 78 rpm records were, 

and I decided to make them into a webpage.  
• Some of you knew Sture or Carl Hällström, who died this past November.  Some of you knew 

him as Sture, but I knew him as Carl.  I don’t recall if Carl was involved right at the beginning, but 
he probably was since the name of the web page was his idea.  He worked long and hard with 
me on this project, sending me hundreds of label images he found on the internet.   

• Carl didn’t want anyone to know he was involved, but it was his idea to name the website The 
Dooji Collection,.  (Old King Dooji and Dooji Wooji,) (some may think dooji means marijuana)  

http://ellingtonweb.ca/Hostedpages/DoojiCollection/DoojiCollection.htm 
 

SHOW SLIDE 3           

• We worked together on The Dooji Collection for years, until he asked me to put Klaus Götting’s 
PDF Ellington chronology The Duke-Where and When.  

• While I haven’t updated it since 2012, you can see lots of record labels here. Many are linked to 
sound files that were or are available on the internet, and one day I’ll be able to find the time to 
fix the ones that have disappeared and update the historical notes on the various pages.  

 
It’s time for me to talk about THE DUKE-WHERE AND WHEN, but first, let’s listen to another unusual and 
seldom played delight, 1951’s BEFORE MY TIME from Ellington’s Controverial Suite. 
PLAY BEFORE MY TIME 

  

about:blank


 

THE DUKE – WHERE AND WHEN 
• What is it?     A chronological list of Duke Ellington’s working life and travels. 

• SHOW SLIDE4-DESSCafe-TDWAWScreenshot.pdf 

                               
What am I trying to achieve? 

• I am trying to create an accurate current reference for future Ellington biographers to check 
facts before publishing.  Too often, mistakes are made because biographers either rely on 
previous biographies that have mistakes instead of doing their own research, or they don’t 
check their facts or look critically at what they write.  

• I also think I’ve created a valuable tool for scholars, researchers and musicologists – they can put 
things in context by looking up where Ellington was at a certain time, or what music he was 
performing or recording, when and with whom. 

• Example 1. 
• From May 25 1926 to some time in June or July, Ellington and his band performed in a 

Leonard Harper revue called Messin’ Around Revue of 1926.   



• Alexander Rado’s liner notes for Media 7 Masters of Jazz CD series (vol. 3) and John 
Franceschina’s  Duke Ellington's Music for the Theater report the engagement as after the 
band’s October 1927 work in the  Jazzmania revue.   

• Franceschina relied on the date given by Mark Tucker in Ellington, The Early Years, or in 
John Hasse’s Beyond Category, The Life and Genius of Duke Ellington.   

• Tucker relied on Frank Dutton’s The Birth of a Band, in Storyville Magazine 80, December 
1978-January 1979, based on violinist Ellsworth Reynolds’ scrapbook.   

• Dutton corrected this to June 1926 in the October 1980 edition of Storyville, but this was 
too late for Tucker, which I think had already gone to press. 

• So what we have is a mistake in Dutton which became accepted history by successive 
authors.   If the authors had been able to refer to TDWAW, this might not have happened. 

 
• Example 2: 

• Even Ellington or his ghost writer Stanley Dance made mistakes – Ellington wrote about Wini 
Brown in Music is My Mistress, , but clearly meant Wini Johnson.  
Wini Brown's father was one of the intellectual waiters who graduated from the old Cotton Club. He was 
intelligent and hip, as all of the Cotton Club waiters were in those days. He had two lovely daughters and 
two handsome sons, and they lived across the street from us on St. Nicholas Avenue. When Wini became a 
chorus girl at the Cotton Club, she was so young she had to have her mother bring her to work and come 
back at the end of the show to take her home. Wini first married Stepin Fetchit and then, in 1944, when we 
were playing in the Hurricane, she was in a Broadway show called Early to Bed. One night the entire cast 
came to the Hurricane for one of their celebrations, and Wini, always a put-on artist, took her turn singing. 
She got such a good audience reaction that, when I went over to congratulate her and gave her good 
wishes, I invited her to join the band. She was a beautiful chick and she copped out by saying, "You've got to 
be kidding! I'm not a singer, I'm a dancer." 
Nevertheless, she opened with us our first night out of town at the Downtown Theatre on State Street in 
Chicago. Dusty Fletcher was on the bill too, I remember. Everything was going fine until a very famous 
young doctor, Midi Lambright, married her and dragged her off to Cleveland. 

• Ellington never had a singer named Wini Brown, but he did have Wini Johnson in 1944.  She joined 
in February 1944 until perhaps October of that year, had been married to Stepin Fetchit and married 
Dr. Lambright after leaving Ellington.  

•  Wini Brown was ten years younger and didn’t become a band singer until after Wini Johnson left 
the business.  While Miss Brown never sang with Duke, she did record with Cootie Wiliams during 
the 1950s.  He was not in the band at the time.  
• OPEN http://tdwaw.ellingtonweb.ca/WiniJohnson.html  
• SHOW SLIDE6-DESSCafe-WiniAndWini.pdf 

 
• Example 3: 

• The best example I have of authorities failing to consider critically at what they write is found in 
Stratemann, Vail, and the discographies New Desor, Timner, Nielsen’s Jazz Records 1942-80, Vol. 6 
and http://ellingtonia.com. They have the Ellington orchestra playing two concerts at the 
Metropolitan Opera House on January 5, 1952. 

• I have searched until the cows come home for evidence Ellington and his orchestra played in New 
York that day.  I don’t believe it happened. 

The band played in Sauk City on January 4 and in Minneapolis on January 6.  The band did not fly in 
those days, so far as I know.  There is no way it could have travelled from Wisconsin to New York in time 
to play a morning concert, then play a second concert, and return to the Midwest in time to play in 
Minneapolis the next day.  

about:blank
about:blank


• SHOW SLIDE8-DESSCafe-January1952-MetropolitanOperaHouse.pdf 

                   
 
Example 4: 

• I’m not a fan of gossip-mongering writers and I like to put “paid” to ugly gossip about 
Ellington when I come across it.. 

• Ruth Ellington was born July 2, 1915.   
• I’ve read rumours that Ruth was Duke’s daughter, not his sister. I can’t put my hands on 

the particular books just at the moment, but here’s an example – The Guardian book 
report in 2991: 

• SHOW SLIDE9-DESSCafe-RuthRumour.pdf-  
• As you can see, the rumour is contradicted by the notices of her birth in the Washington 

papers.  
 

How did I get interested in this? 
• As a child I had a few overnight train trips that I loved, and in 1967, my band crossed 

Canada by train to play at Expo67 in Montreal.  We spent either three days and four nights 
or four days and three nights on the train to get there, and the same coming home.   

• I tend to buy every book I can about Ellington, and that included Dr. Stratemann’s Day by 
Day and Film by Film, which fascinated me. 



• SHOW SLIDE10-DESSCafe-StratemannCover.pdf    

 
•  
• A record collector in Paris, Klaus Götting, had written an Ellington chronology called THE 

DUKE – WHERE AND WHEN.  It would be fair to call it a book because it was 130 pages 
long, even though it was a PDF file instead of hard copy. 

• SHOW SLIDE5-DESSCafe-GöttingTDWAW.pdf         
• His book brought together dates and events over Ellington’s entire career , using 

Stratemann, Vail I, DEMS bulletins, New Desor, and research by Carl Hällström, Lance 
Travis, Arne Neegaard and others, as well as 25 or more books about Ellington.  

• Around 10 years ago, Klaus offered his book chronology with the Ellington community, on 
the condition it was not to be put on the internet.  I believe that was because it included 
photos and he had concerns about copyrights.  

• Carl Hällström had a vision, though.  He thought Klaus’ PDF was an important document 
that should be available to everyone by way of the internet.   

• If you knew Carl you know he could be very demanding and persistent.  He persuaded 
Klaus to allow me to make it into a web page, and he persuaded me to create the web 
page.  

• And so I began… Carl and I disagreed about the format – he wanted every entry to be a 
PDF “card”, but that would have been far too difficult for me, and I decided to use HTML 
tables.  

• Klaus sent me the text version of his 130 page document, which I converted into 11 cell 
rows in tables, with one table for each year. 

 
How do you work to add information to the website/repository 

• I use a freeware HTML editor PSPad.   Each entry is an 11 cell row of an html table, with 
separate tables for each year. To make it easier to work with, there’s a blank line between 
the rows, so with nearly 55,000 rows, I estimate we have around 26,000 or 27,000 dates 



entered from 1891 to 1974, although that includes dates where we don’t know what our 
heroes were  doing.. 

• Anyway, there’s a lot of typing for each entry.  Here’s an example of just two entries that 
shows how much coding is involved.: 

• SHOW SLIDE11-DESSCafe-TDWAWDetailPageWithCode.pdf  

 
• Thousands of entires came from Klaus’ document, and hundreds more came from Steven 

Lasker and Ken Steiner.   
• My own research is primarily from newspaper clippings.   
• I pay to subscribe to 3 archives, NewspapersArchives.com, Newpapers.com and 

GenealogyBank.com and I frequently several free archives as well, the main one being 
FultonHistory.com 

Show SLIDE12-DESSCafe-TheFourOnlineArchives.pdf  
• Each archive has its own newspaper collection, although there is some overlap.   
• If you just search for “Duke Ellington,”  
• FultonHistory will only give 2,000 hits, and if you want more you have to create a different 

search.  It’s hard to pick the papers you want, and they must be downloaded one page at a 
time as PDF files.  If you are looking for a particular event, though, you can fine-tune the 
search argument.  If you want to know when Ellington got a degree from Columbia 
University, the Boolean argument "Duke Ellington" w/25 "Columbia University" will give 
you 32 results, of which 13 are newspaper pages from 1973.  You click them, the file 
downloads, you open it to see what it says, then you save it if you want it. 

• As of Saturday, NewspaperArchives.com only had 114,300 newpaper pages mentioning 
Duke Ellington.  You can fine tune your search by adding additional words and picking the 
dates you want and even the locations.   Duke Ellington and Russia published in 1973 in 
the United States will give you 181 hits, many of which are duplicates.  If you search for 
the same thing in France or Australia, you won’t get any, but you’ll get 9 hits in Canada.  
This archive is slow, sometimes taking 10 or 15 seconds to download and open a page, so 
if you’ve got a lot of hits to look at, you can be stuck for an hour or more.  

• Newspapers.com Publisher Extra is my preferred archive because it’s the easiest and 
quickest to work with.  Searching for just “Duke Ellington” gives 516,746 matches from 
1814 to 2021, but a lot of those are “Duke of Wellington” and there are so very many radio 
and television logs.  Fortunately you can fine tune the search agrument by location , year, 
key words, etc. so if you want the 1973 cerremony at Columbia University, you’d search 
for “Duke Ellington” + “Coiumbia University” in 1973, and you’ll have 6,724 results, 
including many duplicates – Daily News, for instance, published several editions, so each 
hit may show up 2 or 3 times.  I didn’t mention the wire services UPI, AP, ANP, Reuters, 
sent the same stories out to newspapers around the country or world, so often the same 



story will appear in many newspapers hits – but may be edited by one paper and not 
another, or may not be published the same day or even the same week. 

• Fortunately, Newspapers.com shows thumbnail images of each newspaper page result, so 
you pick the ones you want, open them in a different browser tab, and if you like what you 
see, download it.  I’d guess each page, once you’ve selected it, takes 15 or 20 seconds to 
download.   

• GenealogyBank is the slowest and least efficient, often giving just a part of the newspaper 
page, so if you want to capture the masthead information as well as the article or ad 
you’re interested in, you have to reload the page.  Very slow process. 

• OK, now you’ve got your newpaper page, what do you do with them.  I load them into an 
image programme and edit the image so only the masthead and the relevant article 
shows.  Then I save them with titles that give the date and the name of the paper, until I 
have time to deal with them.  I’ve got about 5,500 clippings I haven’t yet entered, because 
each entry can take from 10 minutes to several hours to write up.  

• Show SLIDE13-DESSCafe-SomeClippingFiles.pdf   
• I often search for college newspaper archives and yearbooks –  these are often found on 

college websites and I do a lot of Googling.. 
• Many people write to me with information about a dance or concert they went to, often 

sending me an picture of their programme or of an advertising poster.   
• Steven and I both tend to find things advertised on eBay such as posters or autographed 

programmes.   
• There’s often material in the FaceBook Duke Ellington Society section.  Too much to keep 

up with and far too difficult to find if I don’t capture it the first time. 
• I’ve taken almost every date Steven and Ken wrote in their Steven’s limited edition self-

published  The Washingtonians, A Miscellany, and his shorter booklet A Cotton Club 
Miscellany, as well as Ken’s 2008 Conference paper Mad Throng Dances Wildly in Cellar 
Club, Ken’s many itinerary items published in the DEMS Bulletins, as well as other 
itineraries published in DEMS by Arne Neegaard, Roger Boyes, I think Carl Hällström and 
likely others I don’t remember just at the moment.  

• I am very grateful to Steven in particular for his remarkable contributions of new research 
and details of entries he’s researched in the record and film company archives himself.  I 
am also very very grateful that he monitors the webpage for the typographical errors I 
often miss when proofreading.  I won’t attempt to estimate how much Steven has 
contributed; I would imagine he’s sent me at least 5,000 emails over the years, and it may 
well be many more. 

• I also take what I can from various Ellington biographies and other books, as well as the 
DESUK and DESS magazines. 

• I would be remiss not to mention those wonderful people at the Smithsonian Archive 
Center in Washington D.C.  Kay Peterson and volunteer Christine Windheuser are always 
so very helpful when I ask them to look up something forme, and I was forunate to have 
ten days at the Archive Center in 2016, where I copied about 3,000 documents, most of 
which are now entered into TDWAW. 

  



How does one use TDWAW to find information? 
• The easiest way is simply to use your browser’s search tool.  With Windows it’s Control-F 

and on Apple’s Safari browser, it’s Command+F 
• If you want to see where Ellington was when you were born, simply enter your birth date 

using the metric format – for me that’s 1951 05 13 – use spaces between yyyy mm dd.   
• Maybe you want to see when Ellington came to your town or played in a certain club – 

search for the city name or the name of the club.    
• It’s that simple. 
• If you have LaserLight’s five CD box set Happy Birtthday Duke! you can find out when the 

birthday dances were held at McElroy’s in Portland.  Search for McElroy’s and scroll 
through the results.  You’ll find he was there in 1937 (too early), April 21, 1952, April 30, 
1953, April 29, 1954.and finally in November 1959.  Look at the entries for those dates, 
and you’ll find a list of the songs recorded there and then: 

Show SLIDE14-DESSCafe-McElroyHIT.pdf 

 
• If you want an overview of a particular month, just search for yyyy mm – so for instance, 

July 1939 would be 1939 07 
• When did Ellington work with Leonard Berstein?  Search for Bernstein 

Show SLIDE15-DESSCafe-Bernstein.pdf 

 
 
SHOW SLIDE17-SPLASH PAGE AGAIN  
 
Concluding remarks 
 

• One of the big problems I’m facing now is that the webpage is over 16 megabytes since I 
began adding pictures and graphics, it’s been taking too long to open.   You CAN open it in 
a Smartphone but it’s going to take a long time to open and moving up and down the page 
or running a search just isn’t practical.  

• I am searching for some way to make it smaller without having to divide it into multiple 
web pages, because I find it difficult to edit several files and make sure the latest updates 
are uploaded.  I may end up changing the embedded images to css “image sprites” to 
reduce the download time, but I still have to learn how.   

• That’s  it for me.  I hope you will find TDWAW is useful.  



• Let’s listen to Åse’s Death from Ellington’s Peer Gynt Suite 

PLAY Åse’s Death 

• Another favourite of mine is King Fit the Battle of Jericho.  So important, and so prophetic. 
PLAY Åse’s Death 
 

• Thank you to Ulf for inviting me to DESS Café.  I think it’s a great feature, although my 
Swedish isn’t good enough for the sessions that are not in English and when you have 
them during the afternoon, I’m still asleep. 
. 

• I also want to compliment Ulf on the wonderul DESS website.  Very well done 
•  


	The Duke – Where and When

